HERRICK LAWYERS, PRACTICES RECOGNIZED BY CHAMBERS USA 2013
New York, May 24, 2013 – Four Herrick, Feinstein LLP lawyers and two of the firm’s
practices have been recognized in the 2013 edition of Chambers USA, a prestigious directory of
the country’s leading business lawyers.
Partner Susan Dwyer was ranked nationally in the category of Products Liability & Mass
Torts and received Spotlight recognition for National – Products Liability: Automobile. She was
noted by the guide for her extensive experience in automobile product liability issues and her
deep knowledge of issues on both the legal and business sides.
Partner Mitchell Korbey was ranked for New York – Real Estate: Zoning/Land Use and was
noted for his excellent counsel and valuable insight into city workings following various roles he
served at New York City departments.
Two New Jersey-based Partners were ranked for their litigation expertise. Partner Scott
Tross was ranked for New Jersey – Litigation: General Commercial, and was noted by
Chambers for his expertise in creditor and real estate matters and the ability to provide succinct
resolution to problems. Partner Ronald J. Levine, the firm’s Litigation co-Head, was ranked for
New Jersey – Litigation: Products Liability. The guide noted his extensive experience
representing clients in consumer class actions and ability to quickly analyze any situation and
provide business-oriented, practical advice quickly.
In addition, two firm practices, New York – Real Estate: Mainly Dirt and New Jersey –
Litigation: General Commercial achieved rankings. Chambers noted that the firm bolstered its
real estate expertise last year with the addition of nine lawyers, all of whom brought substantial
expertise in a range of areas, including condominium and cooperative matters. The firm’s New
Jersey Litigation Practice was highlighted for its strength in securities work, strategic capabilities
and commitment to customer service.
Since 1999, Chambers and Partners has been researching the U.S. legal profession,
identifying the leading lawyers and law firms. Chambers USA 2013's rankings are determined
through interviews with thousands of lawyers and their clients nationally. The results are audited
independently and are based on a range of professional qualities most valued by clients.
Founded in 1928, Herrick, Feinstein LLP is a prominent 170-lawyer firm headquartered
in New York City providing a full range of legal services, including art law, real estate,
bankruptcy and business reorganization, commercial litigation, corporate law, employment law,
government relations, insurance, intellectual property, sports law, and tax and personal
planning.
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